Abstract. We describe our experiences in building agents (and their environment) that could solve important problems in agent to agent communication, in manners that are not pre-programmed or reactive: (1) Two agents may have different ontologies. We do not assume that agents share the same classification of concepts: they have each one its own ontology or concept categorization. Agents can not exchange concepts: they have to exchange symbols (words of natural language), which the receiving agent has to map to the intended concept, for interaction to be meaningful. 
Introduction
The project seeks to produce a theory, model and environment populated with agents that follow useful behavior (such as "go and sell these apricots") derived from purposes that take into account resources. These agents interact with agents written elsewhere, thus differing in their intentions, models, vocabulary, and messages.
Agents engage in "orchestrated interactions" or scripts. An agent must obey not only its own rules (behaviors, algorithms): it must also adopt the rules imposed to it by the scripts on which it takes part. For instance, if it goes into a restaurant in the role customer (to eat something), it must obey (most of) the rules that the script at_a_restaurant impose on the customer. In this way, an agent acquires additional obligations (additional threads to execute) on top of those initially owned.
Different ontologies do exist. Most agents are not built by us, but by somebody else. Thus, our agents will interact mostly with "unknown and never seen before" agents from all over the planet. These will express their wishes or purposes uttering different messages coming from their different knowledge structures. Hence, mechanisms to exchange knowledge among heterogeneous systems are needed.
The need for multiple threads. For versatility, an agent may have several behaviors: algorithms or threads that pursue some purpose (how_to_be_rich, how_to_cross_the_street, how_to_bargain...) and may be simultaneously executing several of them, and thus pursue several purposes concurrently.
Unanticipated events will happen. An agent was selling_a_car, when the buyer ran away. What to do? An agent can not have a specific program to handle every possible exception (the "frame problem" of John McCarthy); it must have more general rules. Unexpected events are words in the second tape of an Interaction Machine [16] .
Related Works
Languages for agent execution. KQML [2] , a declarative language, is a message format and a message handling protocol to enable agents to interoperate and share knowledge in run time without any concern about the contents of the messages. TCL [5] is a high-level scripting language that enables a user to define mobile agents. Tele-Script is also an important recent development in the area. Java is multithreaded. Creating LIA (Language for Interacting Agents) facilitates easier coding and study of desired features. It differs from KQML in the sense that KQML is not concerned with the content of the message and therefore makes no changes nor equivalence among ontologies. LIA differs from TCL in that LIA agents communicate even if they have different ontologies. TCL and KQML are not concurrent.
Interaction Machines. They are defined [16] as extensions to the Turing Machine model to enable it to deal with models that are incompletely specified and that can be completed interactively; they are concerned with the incompleteness of Godel's theorem. An Interaction Machine is a Turing Machine extended with an additional tape that contains an infinite number of (infinite types of) strings written with letters of an (infinite) alphabet. Interaction Machines enable us to model open systems: those exposed to external events, such as unplanned events. Our work on these events is inspired by this model, which postulates an infinite number of types of external events, with an infinite alphabet. It is thus impossible to write a program to handle even each type of event (there is an infinite number of them). To overcome this difficulty, we organize the (infinite) collection of "unanticipated" strings into a tree of unforeseen events (Figure 1) , following the lines of CYC [6] and Clasitex [9] .
Ontologies. The first author worked in the CYC Project [13] , which tried to construct the common knowledge tree in order to solve big problems in Artificial Intelligence. CYC shows that it is possible to form taxonomies of specialized knowledge areas (which is what we intend to do here, see Table 1 ), in addition to classifying the common knowledge (goal that, due to its extension -between one and ten million concepts-was not achieved by that project). Trees of specialized knowledge, where the tree takes the form of a data dictionary, were used by the first author [7] [8] [9] . Similar scenarios. [11, 12] describe a scenario similar to the one we propose, but with single-threaded code and a common ontology, outlining how a set of autonomous agents cooperate to coherent management of information in environments where there are diverse information sources.
Our current and previous related work. This paper is based on our theses [1] and [15] . [10] describes earlier work. [7] uses a common ontology to map (manually) the data dictionaries of an otherwise strange data base, thus making its tables, fields and values understandable to the casual user. Written in db manager Progress. [9] relates words to concepts; it finds the main topics in an article written in Spanish. It does not work on key words, but on concepts. It uses a concept tree. For this reason, it can find an article talking about shoes, even if the article does not contain such word, but it contains instead boot, moccasin, sandals..., even if these words may refer to other contexts or concepts: moccasin is also a tribe of American Indians... [3, 4] extend [9] by using weights for selecting concepts.
Status
A theory has not been developed, except a simple one for unforeseen events. A model and a working environment have been developed. An imperative language, LIA, and its programming environment has been constructed (in C and Java, for a PC), and used for simple examples. We wrote a compiler from LIA to p-code, which is then interpreted. This provides for easy change of LIA syntax and semantics. Once LIA is frozen, we will probably build a compiler from it to Java. Now, the environment assumes that all agents work inside the same computer; later, the agents should be set free to run on different nodes of the Web. For this, we plan to make it FIPAcomplaint. MEI, the Machine of Unexpected Events, which contains a simple micro planner (Section 5.1), as well as COM, the Ontology Comparator, are working. There is a parallel planner [15] . COM now works with fixed relations (verbs); we will relax this later, through the use of nodes in the ontologies representing the relations. We propose work on automatic handling and recovery of e-errors in e-commerce, based on MEI. Applications in LIA are scanty, due to its youth.
Model for Agent Interaction in Our Work
This is an overview; the next sections provide more detail.
Agents Are Multi-Threaded, Have Resources and Purposes
Scripts (renting_a_house, at_vacation, at_an_auction) describe the intercourse between several roles (cooker, student, owner...), following R. Schank and Marvin Minsky [14] . Each role can be instantiated later by an agent. Each role is a program (a thread) in LIA, having requirements (prerequisites for its instantiator agent), resources consumed, purposes achieved and resources produced at the end of the interaction. Scripts are not active, they do not run until its roles are instantiated by agents. A role interacts (exchanges information) with another role via LIA commands accept and out [15] .
Agents are autonomous, proactive units (individuals; software packages) that initially possess several threads (for instance, how_to_swim, how_to_be_honest), purposes (Ex: to sell these apricots, to buy a piano...) 1 and resources (apricots, $10,000, a VW car, knows how to cook...). Each agent decides which of its threads to activate, in view of purposes and resources. Often, to achieve a purpose, it must engage in interactions via scripts with other agents. It does so by voluntarily acquiring (obeying, following, instantiating) some role in some script (those that best match 2 its abilities and resource limitations). An agent may engage in several scripts simultaneously.
An agent may replan its purposes in view of achievements, closeness to purposes, and resource status. 3 A fortuitous event (Section 5) may alter the plan of the agent and reaction threads may be used to deal with it. This forces them to micro planning, and macro planning [15] . 4 
There Is an Environment, and a Language for Enacting these Agents
The environment provides: (a) an editor in which to write LIA threads, define agents and scripts; (b) a P-compiler for LIA; (c) an execution machine, that executes the Pcode; (d) MEI; (e) the ontology comparator; (f) global and regional variables for the agents; (g) a matcher of agent purposes to resources produced by each role of a script 2 ; (h) a (macro) planner. 3, 4 The LIA world contains resources, global variables (time, temperature...), regional variables, 5 agents, scripts, and unexpected events. Agents and scripts are constructed using LIA [15] .
Differentiating features of our work: (a) it handles unforeseen events; (b) agents can communicate even if they use different knowledge organizations/structures.
They Communicate Using Each One its Own Ontology
Unless agents are written by the same person, they can not be sure that they exchange words that are universally understood by everybody. 6 Thus, they have to exchange ambiguous words or descriptions of what they want or mean. Since we want our agents to communicate with your, his and her agents, we do not assume that all agents use the same interpretation for a natural language word, or that they share the same concepts or the same concept organization. Instead, agents have to face the problem of how to make sure that what I hear is what you mean; i. e., to be reasonably sure that my mapping of your words to my concept is probably what you had in mind. If in doubt, our agents ask clarifying questions or queries to the other agent, until an acceptable meaning (concept) is transmitted. 
Communication between Agents that use Different Ontologies
This section presents our approach (others exist) on how agents using different dialects or concept hierarchies (trees of concepts) communicate meaningfully.
Matching words arising from concepts in different ontologies. We describe here COM which, when two agents interact, has to map words to concepts. When an agent have in my mind of a certain cereal, written maiz in Spanish, is also mapped into by words such as elote, pozol (Spanish), maize, corn (English),... (A, say) utters a word (corn, in "I want to sell corn") to B (the listening agent), several cases arise: (1) B knows word corn (not the example in Table 1 ) and maps into the same concept which has the same father in B. Thus, corn in A maps to Corn son of Seed; in B also into Corn son of Seed. We can say that A has transmitted Corn through corn to B. (2) B has no knowledge of word corn (Refer to Table 1 ). In this case, B guesses and asks A (all this intercourse is done by COM, automatically, without explicit calls from A or B, so that -if COM is successful-they appear to be transmitting concepts among themselves, when in fact they are exchanging words): "Is it a kind of a fruit?". A answers with Cereal, the father of Corn, and transmits "it is a cereal", which makes a recursive call to COM. In our example, word cereal is also not understood by B. Then A tries Grain, the father of Cereal, and transmits "it is a grain or seed or seeds". B has these words and thus knows that A is talking about Seed.
[We went up in the ontology trees, looking for some common concept. Think of you wanting to buy a screwdriver, and talking to a hardware store clerk that sells 25 classes of screwdrivers). A: Screwdriver screwdriver B: ScrewdriverPhillips screwdriver, Flat screwdriver, Z-shaped screwdriver... In this case, a match has been found by COM, and further disambiguation is not possible by using the ontology tree of A (its Screwdriver has no leaf nodes), but by resorting to use, price... intended ["For what do you want the screwdriver?" "How large?". This extension is beyond current COM]. (5) More cases exist [15] , but the reader gets the idea.
How big can a given tree of concepts be? CYC [13] assumes that there are between one and ten million common concepts (common sense concepts, that everybody shares). From this tree, an agent is interested only in a few hundred: seeds and their properties, say. A common tree for concept disambiguation is not needed, but it may help.
Handling Unexpected Events
Autonomous agents, as well as human beings, must face the fact that the world is unpredictable, due to incomplete information, uncertain environment, unknown processes, acts of other agents, or just Murphy's Law. An unexpected event, when sensed by an agent, modifies its participation in scripts, forcing it to execute contingency or emergency roles (called reaction threads), to postpone or cancel some current scripts in which it is engaged, and later, to do replanning. 3 Non perceived events are ignored, although that may lead to catastrophe.
Unexpected events are handled by MEI, a machine placed outside the interaction environment, which (1) produces unexpected events at random times; (2) locates each agent capable of perceiving an event, 8 when it occurs; (3) for each of these agents, MEI interrupts its threads, (4) selects and starts some reaction thread in response to the event; (5) activates some of the interrupted threads; (6) detects the end of the event; (7) activates some more of the interrupted threads, and (8) stops (usually) the reaction thread. In this manner our agents react to unexpected events. We will later incorporate into each agent calls to functions (2) to (8) , to make them more autonomous.
How to React to an Infinite Number of Unexpected Events
There is an infinite number of fortuitous events, but an agent can only have a small number of predefined reaction threads: it can know how to react to "winning the lottery" (reaction depends if it has no savings, owns its home...), but not how to react to "finding some money". How can it survive? With the help of the tree of unexpected events. This tree (Fig. 1) is infinite in principle, and each node contains an event and the names of the possible reaction threads for that event; see also Fig. 2 . More general events appear near the root. The branches denote the relation "subset". Reaction threads often have preconditions for they to be useful: "must have umbrella", "must have raincoat", "must be near a shade"... are some preconditions for certain reaction threads for event "rain".
When one of the infinite number of unexpected events occurs, a perceiving agent uses the tree of unexpected events to select, from the reaction threads it owns, the most specific one pertaining to the event. In this manner (4) above gets executed.
Every agent owns at least one reaction thread: the most general one.
